After years of research, and designing a new, publicly owned voting solution using a participatory approach, LA County and Smartmatic are currently certifying and manufacturing the result of that approach; a unique human-centered voting solution.

This solution fits both the traditional way of polling place voting, as well as the upcoming modern way of voting anywhere at vote centers.
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How does it work

The new VSAP voting experience is based on two main components:

1. Voters can use an interactive sample ballot online to premark their choices electronically, which simplifies the voting process. The voter then brings their results to the polling place on a smartphone, tablet, or printed poll pass (QR code).

   There, the voter can scan this premarked ballot to prepopulate the actual ballot and cast their vote on the Ballot-Marking Device (BMD).

2. With the use of the BMD touchscreen, voters can easily make their selections and print a paper, human-readable ballot that summarizes their selections in shortened form.

   Voters review the printed paper accordingly and can correct errors easily if needed, prior to casting their ballot.

   The ballots get stored in the ballot box and are transported to a central location for tabulation on a separate system.
A private and independent voting experience for all voters

VSAP was developed to offer all voters regardless of age, background, disability or language a private and independent voting experience, including voters with disabilities, and those with limited English proficiency.

For more information, please visit http://vsap.lavote.net/.

About Smartmatic

Founded in the USA in 2000 and currently headquartered in London, Smartmatic serves customers through an organization comprising over 500 employees across 15 offices around the world.

Smartmatic is the world’s leading electronic voting company, having run more large-scale election technology projects than any other company, with 4.6 billion votes registered in elections on 5 continents.

When it comes to in-depth development, manufacturing, testing, certification, systems integration, implementation, maintenance and support, there is no other company in the world that has a similar track record in delivering these services for the successful execution of massive election projects.

www.smartmatic.com